Don't like A1 because: No K-6 improvement.
- Outdated Mills Lawn/need new building.
- It's the beginning so it needs good environment for our early learners.
- Downtown is congested & town doesn't take very good care.
- No time Mills Lawn for K-6.

- Good for walking. It's safe.
- Like the little ones there.
- Improve technology in all schools.

- No A1

- A2 is liked.

- Don't tear down elementary because it's got history.
- Could repurpose be resourceful.
History!
* lines that it's close to everything
* Just outdated & unattractive. No connection.
* Not sentimental about buildings just do for learn best

If put everything
* Likes new buildings for both so A2.
  Could preserve culture somehow

We would be tearing down an only 15 year old building

B1 $ YB2

Where will we be?!
Tearing down is quick, but putting up...

Like B1:
All grades here & leaves buildings downtown for community. Business reasons

* Worried about kids not $
* Will it be a schedule problems w/ everyone together.
- Too crowded
- Not enough space
- Sports & school = separate
- No parking — Could walk though; make it walking community
- Community couldn't use it
- Unfair to residence because traffic

* Housing could be @ YSHS then. Condos & small family homes.
A1
- Low Cost but low return
- Can't see issues
- Update wiring/new teen u/new building
- Need keeping 1 school
- Little kids in Center
- Not 2/4 schools together

Better opportunities

1
- Campus
- No parking in YS
2
- No open campus
- Underground/levels
- Parking garage
- Traffic at school

We don't like it
- Use money for something new
- Similar $$ So not big savings
- Most separate buildings are good but one complex

- Downtown is walkable

A2 is better

Low Cost, but low return
Keep kids in center, very unique
Good for learning
B

Too far from downtown

Lots of Space

Reduce traffic

Room for more expansion in 30-50 yrs.

Prefer separate buildings

One cafeteria, one gym, etc = weird

Schedules

Parking/congestion/traffic
Traffic in town w/toddler district
No Green space
Need traffic/roads redesigned

Safety concerns w/connected building (bomb threats → evacuate
All kids = scared little kids
more potential damage)
A1 & A2 Same

- Expensive, least desirable
- Need for shared facilities (no)
- Not worth it
- More conservative
- Adv. parking for events
- A2 better
- Tear down M.L. (new)

Group up 4
- Makes sense
- Curious about Mills Lawn
- Benefit for joining K-6
- Will the redevelopment of the buildings be factored in?
- Lose to homes placed around Mills Lawn, walking and transportation issues.
- One place highly liked
- People like access to M.L.
- Better at Mills Lawn if all in one place
- Hate to lose connection between downtown & School(M.L)
- Older kids helping out downtown
- Mills Lawn location better (LFI) older section to go.
- Mills Lawn Parking (issue)
- Bigger chance people skipping school resources by youth downtown.
- Keep H.S. for sporting/theater events unpopular at M.L.
- More homes = more taxes (no)
- Don't like it at all downtown
- Most interesting (traffic issue)
Pros & Cons of Moving

- Walking; community (pro) A lot of space
- Change (con) What happens to M.L. (a)
- Creating intimacy
- Doing something in m.l cost a lot (con)
- School buses all at M.L.
A, f A₂
- So much space at the high school, but loves downtown.
- We may have fewer opportunities of communication within the community.
- We may have parking issues with everyone together.
- Mills Lawn could be an exhibition/performing arts/Community Shared Space.
- High school students could be a guide for parking and traffic.
- Different drop-off points for different age groups.
- Different start times for each set of age groups.
- A space for quiet space and critical reflection.
- Buildings should be flexible, walls moved for certain PBH Projects.

- Idea of having it downtown all together is good!
- Gym space is a concern. Keep gym space at high school.
- We would need to maintain a athletic space.
- Need at least 2 gyms to facilitate.
- Could divide the gym.
A Plans:
- Lost effectiveness
+ Prefer new buildings
- K-3 option
- Renovation = expensive (10 years +)
- Renovation if long term
- K-5, 6-12
- A1 doesn't fix much
- A Plan = Tear down HS
- A1, remodeling = good
- New buildings better for PBL while keeping fields
- A1 & A2 combo
- Don't save HS
- Renovation = lower cost, more common renovations, A2 more permanent
B Plans

- Athletic Fields kept, & athletically strategic
- MLS is a social area
- Bringing K-b away from downtown
- K-b is connected to downtown
- Dislike B Plans, no pros
C4:
- Buses in 1 space
- Closer to town
- Mix of students
- Room on property
- K-12 sounds exciting
- MLS property too small
- Too crowded

Difficult transportation
- Athletic Fields & MLS Green space
- MLS location
- What to do w/ MMS & YSHS
- Schools together = Good!
- Green Space
- K-12 = interesting model & innovative
Group Five Notes

- Likes staying in town - walkable community
- Riding bikes / walking students
- Long-term renovations
  - The school is already very old
  - So many new materials
  - All IN ONE PLACE
  - Walking in Town
- Really likes having things in town
- Kids of all ages accessible to each other
- Renovation to older sections will be hard and time/money
  - Secondary location
  - 11 acres is hard to fit things in
  - Renovation is terrible => Expensive => Make new building
  - Other sites?

Better because of concerns with renovation
- Parking is a very big issue: exhibition / auditorium
- Sports and getting to track
- More on foot
- Parking is a big issue
- Very hard to fit everything in Mills lawn space
- May be anthracite campus - farm to table
- K-16
- Underground parking ??
- Staff members that serve both buildings and traveling time
- Economic impact of having everything downtown: Town makes money
- 25% of student pop. is open enrollment - parking
- Idle lawn
* edge of town kills the community vibe
  * we need something in the center of town
  * Good to have all the grades together
  * Police + Village traffic management
  * The traffic
  * The B plan doesn't work in terms of math and classroom space

* It is nice to have everything more together
* This isn't as exciting
* If we do the renovations it will need to be changed sooner
* Can't wait another 35 years to fix everything